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4.15/5 Latest version: 1.1 Download now freeDownload APK Farming Simulator 17 - a great simulator on Android, where you will be engaged in agriculture. In this game you take control of the tractor and will plow, sow, irrigate and harvest the finished crop. Follow all the missions of the game and get a great reward, which you can spend on buying new
equipment, opening additional fields and equipment. In this game you will sow two harvests of wheat and rice. Drive a tractor that is equipped with various attachments such as trolley, sow, plough, and others. Take care of your farm and sell your grain to bring great profits. Show MoreHide Updated 25.09.2019 Android Category Latest Version 1.1 Publishing
Date 03.03.2017 Get it on Agricultural Simulator 17 for Android Screenshots Download and install Farming Simulator 17 APK on Android In others to have a sleek experience, it is important to know how to use the APk or Apk MOD file as soon as you downloaded it on your device. APK files are raw files of the Android app, similar to how .exe is designed for
Windows. APK means Android Kit Package (APK for short). This is the batch file format used by the Android operating system to distribute and install mobile apps. In 4 simple steps, I'll show you how to use Agriculture Simulator 17.apk on your phone as soon as you've done its download. Step 1: Download Farming Simulator 17.apk on your device You can
do it right now using any of our download mirrors below. Its 99% guaranteed to work. If you're uploading an apk to your computer, make sure to move it to an android device. Step 2: Allow third-party apps on your device. To install Farming Simulator 17.apk, you need to make sure that third-party applications are being included as a source of installation. Just
go to the menu for the security settings and check unknown sources to allow your phone to install apps from sources other than the Google Play Store. On Android 8.0 Oreo, instead of checking the global setting to allow installation from unknown sources, you will be asked to allow your browser or file manager to install APKs on the first attempt to do so. Step
3: Goto Your File Manager or Browser Location Now you will need to find Agriculture Simulator 17.apk file that you just downloaded. If you prefer, you can also download the file manager app here, so you can easily find files on your Android device. Once you have found the Agriculture Simulator 17.apk file, click on it and it will start a normal installation
process. Click Yes when asked for anything. However, it is not read everything on the hint screen. Step 4: Enjoy Agriculture Simulator 17 is now installed on your device. Enjoy! Are APK files safe? Ignore any rumors or site that says otherwise. APK files are usually as secure as the .exe Windows PC file, hence the most important thing to note is that you
should always download it from out Sites. You usually don't have anything to worry about as we have provided some of the safest sites in our Apk download mirrors below. Thanks for reading this tutorial. Download the app below! Agriculture Simulator 17 v1.5.3 APK Download Mirrors What's New in Agricultural Simulator 17 v1.5.3 Release Date: 2017-12-20
Current version: 1.5.3 File size: 4.06 GB Developer: FOCUS HOME INTERACTIVE Compatibility: iOS required 10.9 or later. or Android KitKat 4.4, Lollipop 5.0, Marshmallow 6.0, Nougat 7.0, Oreo 8.0, Android P 9.0 or later MOST COMPLETE FARMING SIMULATOR EXPERIENCE! Take on the role of a modern farmer in Agricultural Simulator 17! Immerse
yourself in a vast open world loaded with new content: a new environment, vehicles, animals, cultures and gameplay mechanics! Explore the possibilities of agriculture on hundreds of acres of land, including a detailed new North American environment. Drive more than 250 genuine agricultural vehicles and equipment from more than 75 manufacturers,
including new brands such as Challenger, Fendt, Valtra or Massey Ferguson. Harvest of many types of crops, including first-time sunflower and soybeans. Take care of your cattle - cows, sheep, chickens, and now pigs - take part in forestry and sell your products to expand your farm! Transport your goods with trucks and trailers, or load and ride trains to get
to your destination. Farming Simulator 17 offers rich online activities: play in cooperative multiplayer up to 16 players, and download mods created by a passionate community for unlimited content and the ever-evolving Farming Simulator 17 experience. Apk Mirror 1: : Download APK V. 1.3Download Agricultural Simulator 14 android, agriculture simulator 14
android, agriculture simulator 14 android download for free. 27.06.17; Signature (MD5). Follow the official Uptodown communities to keep up with all the new Android apps and games. Reddit /r/uptodown. The apps recommended for you. April 10, 2018 As the newest in the Farming Simulator game series, this game has the best farming simulation. Artificial
intelligence assistants for better results - Play with a friend in local multiplayer mode for WiFi and Bluetooth (not available on Android TV) - support Android TV. GIANTS Software.Mar 05, 2017 Farming Simulator 17 apk free download from Google Drive or OneDrive with a direct download link! Download the full Android Mod/hack games for free right now!
Fast, easy and safe to download! Farming Simulator 17 - a great simulator on Android, where you will be engaged in agriculture. In this game you take control of the tractor and will plow, sow, and harvest the finished crop. Changelog: Reducing memory usage with mods (1.3)Added display of the amount money changed by the player's latest action
(1.3)Improved vehicle handling (1.3)Cuttings trees works more reliably (1.3)Fixed crashes with wooden cutting (1.3) Fixed crashes on 32bit computers (1.3)Jenz Fixed grinder вопросы (1.3)Снижение используемой пропускной способности сети в многопользовательской (1.3)Исправлено неправильное движение деревьев в многопользовательской
(1.3)Визуальные исправления для Kuhn Profile1880, Case IH квадрак, Лемкен Хелиодор, Гримме Макстрон, Капелло Квазар F4, Крампе SB 30/60, Liebherr Tl 436-7, Понсе Скорпион Кинг, Понсе Буффало, Дженц Hem583, Ведерстад Перевозчик 820, Крампе BB 900, Deutz 6.61 (1.3)Исправлена ошибка со сценарием ChurchClock в моде
карты (1.3)Fixed саженец поддон не блокировки прицепов (1.3)Fixed неправильное размещение деревьев на карте (1.3)Исправлено поле текстура исчезает на расстоянии после удаления ветров (1.3) Увеличенная емкость кучи навоза (1.3)Снижение времени погрузки (1.3)Улучшенная производительность при работе на полях
(1.3)Добавлена возможность продажи древесной щепы лопатой (1.3)Исправлена авария при размещении объектов вблизи границы карты (1.3) Исправлена авария при размещении объектов вблизи границы карты (1.3) Сокращение многопользовательской синхронизации времени (1.3)Фиксированная визуализация полей на DirectX (Intel
GPUs) (1.3)Фиксированные бункеры Biogas When almost empty (1.3)Fixed Grimme Tectron unloading animation (1.3) When disabling the mini-card in options, the full screen option is now still available (1.3)Fixed use of energy ballers (1.3)Fixed sale price of seedlings (1.3) Fixed difficulties washing the attached tools (1.3)Fixed slot in the Web Dedicated
Server (1.3) Fixed the savings of the multiplayer customer resolution (1.3)Fixed problems with the assistant (1.3)Fixed the accident when removing the controller on MacOSX (1.3)Fixed problem tire tracks (1.3)Fixed the deployment of combines after reset (1.3)Improved handling of the vehicleLewing Improves processing Ponsse Scorpion)Dragged tools no
longer jump accidentallyInverconverted physics cranesJenz helicopter runs more reliably FSI ST65T runs more reliablyCuttings trees works more reliablyTrees in a multiplayer stutter lessVehicles stutter less when moving treesDefoliaging trees properly synchronized in multiplayerTrees cost less Especially when selling whole, non-defoliaged treesLog plugs
can now hold single treesVehicles stop less quickly while releasing acceleration pedalVarious visual improvements for vehiclesVarious less functional improvements for vehiclesPerformance and improved memory usageAdded additional costs, If the AI assistant brings its own seeds, fertilizer, etc. various improvements in AI assistantFixed moved vehicles
while loading savegameImproved geometry bunker bunker silosIned huge time bonus for missionsFixed incorrect statistical appointments Translation fixes Verified controls with gamepad or steering wheelsSup up the capacity of the manure heapMods now have the ability to show the current time at indoor hooded costs when using a high-pressure
washerAdded automatic creation Humboldt clipping with a chainsaw, so that trees fall in the direction of the cutAdded option to disable the adaptive VSyncAdded VSyncAdded to disable the AI trafficAdded option to change the time it takes until a vehicle is dirtyIncreased maximum cut length of Ponsse Scorpion to 8 metersReduced loading times when using
modsReport problems with download to [email protected]NameTypeSizeDateTotal7 daysFarming Simulator 15 - v.1.3 PLpatch275.7 MB6/18/2015120.9K2.3KFarming Simulator 15 - v.1.2 PLpatch271.8 MB12/12/2014141.7K348Farming Simulator 15 - v.1.4.2 ENGpatch341.6 MB2/1/201623.1K302Farming Simulator 15 - v.1.4.1 PLpatch277.5
MB10/23/201531K105Farming Simulator 15 - v.1.4.2 PLpatch277.5 MB2/1/201623.4K53Farming Simulator 15 - v.1.2 ENGpatch335.9 MB12/12/201413.8K31Farming Simulator 15 - v.1.3 ENGpatch339.7 MB6/18/20157.7K25Farming Simulator 15 - v.1.4.1 ENGpatch341.5 MB10/23/20156.2K23 Farming Simulator 17 is a farming simulation game developed
by Giants Software. This is the eighth premium edition in the series of agricultural simulators and has gameplay similar to its predecessors. Users must grow crops, raise livestock, exploit machinery and manage finances. However, that's not all! Farming Simulator 17 introduces new features, characters and mechanics, and is more environmentally friendly in
its approach. As the name implies, Farming Simulator 17 creates a modeling farm with all its processes intact. This means that once you are in the game, you have to plow and fertilize the fields, sow seeds, get rid of seeded crops, and harvest crops. At the same time, you have to raise livestock, sell crops on the market, drive agricultural vehicles such as
Fendt and Valtra, manage finances, increase income and make a profit so you can buy more land and start the process again. While the premise may seem boring to new farmers, it's anything but. Published by Focus Home Interactive, Agriculture Simulator 17 is quite popular. It received more than a million players in the first quarter of its release alone.
Some of the new features included in this version are crops like sunflowers and soybeans, a large collection of agricultural equipment, and natural fertilizers for people who don't like chemicals. Becoming the best farmer in landApart from its zen-like gaming appeal, there's a goal behind the endless plowing fields. The overall goal of playing any of the games
in the farming simulation series is to buy all the available land on the map and grow the largest farm possible. However, when it comes to Agriculture Simulator 17, you also have to complete various missions created by other farmers. All the sites available for purchase belong to the farmers who will pay you if you complete the mission. These missions, once
completed, can help you buy land at a much lower price than the original price. Missions, there are some notable changes in agriculture Simulator 17, including the ability to fertilize fields several times and fixed plowing after a certain number of harvests. Making Money Growing CropsPharming Simulator 17 provides players with players a variety of crops
ranging from those that are purely field-based to those that require greenhouses to grow. All cultures have different monetary values and can help you generate much needed income. You can also set up hives or a tree nursery to bring in extra cash. While both options are usually quite profitable, they require special equipment and more effort. Pamper
yourself with pastoralismFarming is not limited to crops and players have the opportunity to create ranches for sheep, cattle and chickens. Pig farming is a new addition and courtesy of Agriculture Simulator 17. Since pastoralism requires vehicles and equipment to control, you will have to shell out money. To manage the economy, you have to learn how to
make the farm profitable, which means growing and processing animal products right there on the farm. Make passive income easy to participate from agriculture and animal rearing, you can make money in agricultural simulator 17 by generating clean energy. In places that are not used, you can purchase and place windmills and solar panels. While both of
these investments will generate passive income gradually, getting into business and dealing with manufacturers can be a bit expensive. Choose your characterFirst in the history of a series of farming simulations players will get the opportunity to choose a character. As a farmer, you can now choose whether your character is male or female. Although it's not
much, it opens up the game to future characters as well as more roles and content. Explore the farm on trainTrains to add a fun element to the Farming Simulator 17 game. You don't have to buy them, nor should you pay any fees, you can just jump on board and go anywhere on the map. While it's a good option to transport goods from farm to market, it's
also an amazing way to experience the scenery of the surrounding area. Changing the customization of your farmFarming Simulator 17 comes with two maps: Pine and Goldcrest Valley. While the former is in Europe, the second is in the US. This is a new addition to the game. When you start the game, you get to choose a card to your liking so that you can
start farming in the place of your choice. Make the best of mods When you download Farming Simulator 17 on your Windows computer, you'll get access to over 1050 mods, all of which are available on ModHub. With these mods, you can enjoy increased performance and change gameplay. To make it easy, all fashions are divided into different categories,
so you can easily find the latest or most popular ones. Minimal graphic and sound changes While playing Farming Simulator 17 is quite fun, and the sound is not as good as other simulation games. On a notch better than the previous version, the 17 has better texture details and two radio stations that users can listen to while they are driving vehicles.
However, player player animation inconvenient and may seem out of putting some users. Can you play Farm Simulator online? As in Farming Simulator 15, this version also supports online games. Farmers have the ability to choose who enters the game, whether it is a friend or a stranger. Even so, anyone who enters should have the same DLC as the host.
The invitation-only game allows you to have complete control over your farm as well as your funds. Users who join should share all the resources and work as a group. Can you play 2 Player Agriculture Simulator 17? Farming Simulator 17 is a multiplayer game in which six players can enter the farm at the same time. The only downside to the multiplayer
feature is the lack of achievements. Even the host player will not be able to earn anything while he is in multiplayer mode. Is Agriculture Simulator 17 Free?No. Agriculture Simulator 17 is a premium expansion package with new cultures and vehicles. To play the game, you have to buy it. Are there any alternatives? While Farming Simulator is quite popular
and has a number of other titles in the series, it also has several known alternatives. Several popular agricultural genre games - American Truck Simulation, John Deere: Drive Green and Agriculture Simulator: Historical Farming.Farming Simulator 17 return the best pieces of agricultural simulation to desktop computers, so this game is worth downloading.
The whole experience is quite surreal and allows you to make a lot of money. The only downside is that the game still has an outdated animation. However, if you can look at this aspect, you will enjoy playing Farming Simulator 17. 17.
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